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The race is tight!!
NC-09 Race Update (via Team Wallace) [info@cynthiawallaceforcongress.com]

Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 3:10 PM

To: Steve Johnston

Steve,

FIRST, The Cook Political Report put us on the map as a race to watch.
THEN, FiveThirtyEight showed a poll that put Cynthia in the lead.
NOW, The Cook Political Report has shifted our race AGAIN one step closer to
a toss-up.

Next Step: Help us make it a Toss-UP in these final 13 days and donate $15
right now.

This is a huge victory for Cynthia and our team. Cynthia fits this district. She knows
it like the back of her hand and will be the level-headed leader that the 9th District
deserves.

It's supporters like you that are going to make sure Cynthia gets the job done and
turns this seat blue. But we can't slow down now. With just 13 days left before
Election Day, the GOP are going to be pointing their money machine at this race to
keep Dan Bishop in the House.

We have to keep up our strong grassroots movement to beat the Republicans
and let them know this race can’t be bought.

We're one step closer to flipping this seat, but we cannot do it without your
help. Can you chip in $15 or more today to keep up our momentum and send
Cynthia to Congress?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

$10 » $25 »
$50 » $100 »
$250 » Other »

Let's do this!

Team Wallace
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